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Abstract
We give machine characterizations of most parameterized complexity classes, in particular, of
W[P], of the classes of the W-hierarchy, and of the A-hierarchy. For example, we characterize W[P]
as the class of all parameterized problems decidable by a nondeterministic ﬁxed-parameter tractable
algorithmwhose number of nondeterministic steps is bounded in terms of the parameter. The machine
characterizations suggest the introduction of a hierarchy Wfunc between the W- and the A-hierarchy.
We study the basic properties of this hierarchy.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Parameterized complexity theory provides a framework for a ﬁne-grain complexity anal-
ysis of algorithmic problems that are intractable in general. It has been used to analyze
problems in various areas of computer science, for example, database theory [13,15], artiﬁ-
cial intelligence [12], and computational biology [1,16]. The theory is built on a weakened
notion of tractability called ﬁxed-parameter tractability, which relaxes the classical notion
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FPT → W[1] = A[1] → W[2] → W[3] → · · · → W[SAT] → W[P]
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
A[2] → A[3] → · · · → AW[∗] → AW[SAT] → AW[P]
Fig. 1. Parameterized complexity classes.
of tractability, polynomial time computability, by admitting algorithms whose running time
is exponential (or even worse), but only in terms of some parameter of the problem instance
that can be expected to be small in the typical applications.
A core structural parameterized complexity theory has been developed over the last
10–15 years (see [6]). Unfortunately, it has led to a bewildering variety of parameterized
complexity classes, the most important of which are displayed in Fig. 1. As the reader will
have guessed, none of the inclusions is known to be strict. The smallest of the displayed
classes, FPT, is the class of all ﬁxed-parameter tractable problems. Of course there is also
a huge variety of classical complexity classes, but their importance is somewhat limited
by the predominant role of the class NP. In parameterized complexity, the classiﬁcation of
problems tends to be less clear cut. For example, for each of the classes W[1], W[2], and
W[P] there are several natural complete problems which are parameterizations of classical
NP-complete problems.
Not only is there a large number of (important) parameterized complexity classes, but
unfortunately it is also not easy to understand these classes. The main reason for this may be
seen in the fact that all the classes (except FPT) are deﬁned in terms of complete problems,
and no natural machine characterizations are known. This makes it hard to get a grasp on the
classes, and it also frequently leads to confusion with respect to what notion of reduction is
used to deﬁne the classes.1 In this paper, we try to remedy this situation by giving machine
characterizations of the parameterized complexity classes.
Our starting point is the class W[P], which is deﬁned to be the class of all parameterized
problems that are reducible to the weighted satisﬁability problem for Boolean circuits.
This problem asks whether a given circuit has a satisfying assignment of weight k, that
is, a satisfying assignment in which precisely k inputs are set to TRUE. Here k is treated
as the parameter of the problem. It is worth mentioning at this point that all the other
“W-classes” in Fig. 1 are deﬁned similarly in terms of the weighted satisﬁability problem,
but for restricted classes of circuits. Our ﬁrst theorem is a simple machine characterization
of the class W[P], which generalizes an earlier characterization due to Cai et al. [2] of
the class of all problems in W[P] that are in NP when considered as classical problems.
Intuitively, our result states that a problem is in W[P] if and only if it is decidable by
a nondeterministic ﬁxed-parameter tractable algorithm whose use of nondeterminism is
bounded in terms of the parameter. A precise formulation is given in Theorem 6 using
nondeterministic random access machines. For Turing machines the result reads as follows:
A problem is in W[P] if and only if it is decided in time f (k)p(n) by a nondeterministic
Turing machine that makes at most f (k) log n nondeterministic steps, for some computable
1Downey and Fellow’s monograph [6] distinguishes between three types of Turing reductions, which also have
corresponding notions of many-one reductions. In principle, there is a version of each of the complexity classes
for each of the six forms of reduction.
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function f and some polynomial p. Here k denotes the parameter and n the size of the
input instance. While it has been noted before (see, for example, Chapter 17 of [6]) that
there is a relation between limited nondeterminism and parameterized complexity theory,
no such simple and precise equivalence was known. As a by-product of this result, we get
a somewhat surprising machine characterization of the class W[1] = A[1]: A problem is in
W[1] if and only if it is decidable by a nondeterministic ﬁxed-parameter tractable algorithm
that does its nondeterministic steps only among the last steps of the computation. Here “last
steps” means a number of steps bounded in terms of the parameter.
Nondeterministic random access machines turn out to be the appropriate machine model
in order to make precise what we mean by “among the last steps”. In their nondeterministic
steps thesemachines are able to guess natural numbers f (k)p(n), where f is a computable
function and p a polynomial. The corresponding alternating random access machines char-
acterize the classes of the A-hierarchy.
It is known that the model-checking problems MC(t ) and MC(t,1) are complete for
A[t] andW[t], respectively. Here,t,1 denotes the class oft -formulas in relational vocab-
ularies, where all blocks of quantiﬁers, besides the ﬁrst one, just consist of a single quantiﬁer.
The corresponding restriction for the length of the blocks of alternating random access ma-
chines yields a newhierarchy,whichwe denote byWfunc.We haveW[t] ⊆ Wfunc[t] ⊆ A[t],
but we do not know, if any of the inclusions can be replaced by an equality for t2.We show
that the model-checking problem for t,1-formulas in vocabularies with function symbols
is complete for Wfunc[t].
To obtain machine characterizations of the classes of the W-hierarchy we have to restrict
the access of alternating random access machines to the guessed numbers; in a certain sense
they only have access to properties of the objects denoted by the numbers but not to the
numbers themselves.
Extended abstracts containing parts of the results appeared as [3,4].
2. Parameterized complexity theory
We recall the notions of parameterized problem, of ﬁxed-parameter tractability, and of
fpt-reduction.
A parameterized problem is a setQ ⊆ ∗ ×N, where  is a ﬁnite alphabet. If (x, k) ∈
∗ ×N is an instance of a parameterized problem, we refer to x as the input and to k as the
parameter. Usually, we denote the parameter by k and the length of the input string x by n.
Parameters are encoded in unary, although, in general, this is inessential.
Deﬁnition 1. A parameterized problemQ ⊆ ∗ ×N is ﬁxed-parameter tractable, if there
is a computable function f : N→ N, a polynomial p, and an algorithm that, given a pair
(x, k) ∈ ∗ ×N, decides if (x, k) ∈ Q in at most f (k)p(n) steps.
FPT denotes the complexity class consisting of all ﬁxed-parameter tractable parameter-
ized problems.
Occasionally we use the term fpt-algorithm to refer to an algorithm that takes as input
pairs (x, k) ∈ ∗ ×N and has a running time bounded by f (k)p(n) for some computable
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function f : N → N and polynomial p. Thus a parameterized problem is in FPT, if it
can be decided by an fpt-algorithm. However, we use the term fpt-algorithm mostly when
referring to algorithms computing mappings.
To compare the complexity of problems that are not ﬁxed-parameter tractable, we need
an appropriate notion of parameterized reduction:
Deﬁnition 2. An fpt-reduction from the parameterized problem Q ⊆ ∗ ×N to the pa-
rameterized problem Q′ ⊆ (′)∗ × N is a mapping R : ∗ × N → (′)∗ × N such
that
(1) For all (x, k) ∈ ∗ ×N: (x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ R(x, k) ∈ Q′.
(2) There exists a computable function g : N→ N such that for all (x, k) ∈ ∗ ×N, say
with R(x, k) = (x′, k′), we have k′g(k).
(3) R can be computed by an fpt-algorithm.
We writeQ fptQ′ if there is an fpt-reduction from Q toQ′. We let
[Q]fpt := {Q′ | Q′ fptQ}.
Often we introduce parameterized problems in the form we do here with the parameter-
ized clique problem p-CLIQUE:
p-CLIQUE
Input: A graph G.
Parameter: k ∈ N.
Problem: Decide if G has a clique of size k.
3. The class W[P]
One of the most natural NP-complete problems is the circuit satisﬁability problem, the
problem to decide if a given circuit can be satisﬁed by some assignment. A circuit C is k-
satisﬁable (where k ∈ N), if there is an assignment for the set of input gates of C of weight
k satisfying C, where the weight of an assignment is the number of input gates set to TRUE.
The weighted circuit satisﬁability problem p-WSATCIRCUIT is the following parameterized
problem:
p-WSATCIRCUIT
Input: A circuit C.
Parameter: k ∈ N.
Problem: Decide if C is k-satisﬁable.
Now, W[P] is the class of all parameterized problems that are fpt-reducible to p-
WSATCIRCUIT, that is,
W[P] := [p-WSATCIRCUIT]fpt.
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Cai et al. [2] gave a machine characterization of all problems inW[P] which are in NP when
considered as classical problems.
Theorem 3 (Cai et al. [2]). LetQbeaparameterizedproblem,which is inNP asa classical
problem. Then Q ∈ W[P] if and only if there is a nondeterministic Turing machine M
deciding Q such that M on input (x, k) performs at most p(|x| + k) steps and at most
f (k) log n nondeterministic steps ( for some computable f and polynomial p).
Clearly, there are W[P] problems that do not lie in NP. In this section, we generalize
Theorem 3 to a machine characterization that covers all of W[P].
We use standard random access machines (RAMs) as described in [14]. Deviating from
[14], we assume for simplicity, that the registers contain natural numbers (and not integers).
The arithmetic operations are addition, (modiﬁed) subtraction, and division by two (rounded
off), and we use a uniform cost measure. For details, we refer the reader to Section 2.6 of
[14]. If the machine stops, it accepts its input, if the content of register 0 (the accumulator)
is 0; otherwise, it rejects.
Ourmodel is non-standardwhen it comes to nondeterminism. Instead of just allowing our
machines to nondeterministically choose one bit, or an instruction of the program to be ex-
ecuted next, we allow them to nondeterministically choose a natural number. Of course this
is problematic, because if the machine can really “guess” arbitrary numbers, computations
can no longer be described by ﬁnitely branching trees, and nondeterministic machines can
no longer be simulated by deterministic ones. To avoid the kind of problems resulting from
this, we decided that a “bounded” version of this unlimited nondeterminism is most appro-
priate for our purposes. Therefore, we deﬁne a nondeterministic RAM, or NRAM, to be a
RAMwith an additional instruction “GUESS” whose semantics is: Guess a natural number
less than or equal to the number stored in the accumulator and store it in the accumulator.
Acceptance of an input by an NRAM program is deﬁned as usually for nondeterministic
machines. Steps of a computation of an NRAM that execute a GUESS instruction are called
nondeterministic steps.
While this form of nondeterminism may seem unnatural at ﬁrst sight, we would like to
argue that it is very natural in many typical “applications” of nondeterminism. For example,
a nondeterministic algorithm for ﬁnding a clique in a graph guesses a sequence of vertices
of the graph and then veriﬁes that these vertices indeed form a clique. Such an algorithm is
much easier described on a machine that can guess the numbers representing the vertices
of a graph at once, rather than guessing their bits. In any case, we believe that our results
justify our choice of model. For a further discussion of this issue we refer the reader to
Remark 9.
Deﬁnition 4. A program P for an NRAM is an nfpt-program, if there is a computable
function f and a polynomial p such that for every input (x, k) with |x| = n the program P
on every run
(1) performs at most f (k)p(n) steps;
(2) performs at most f (k) nondeterministic steps;
(3) uses at most the ﬁrst f (k)p(n) registers;
(4) contains numbers f (k)p(n) in all registers at every point of the computation.
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By standard arguments one gets:
Lemma 5. Let Q be a parameterized problem. The following are equivalent:
(1) There is an nfpt-program for an NRAM deciding Q.
(2) There is a nondeterministic Turing machine M deciding Q such that M on input (x, k)
performs at most g(k)q(n) steps and at most g(k) log n nondeterministic steps ( for
some computable function g and polynomial q; recall that n denotes the length |x|
of x).
(3) There is a nondeterministic Turing machine M accepting Q.Moreover, every accepting
run of M on input (x, k) has length at most g(k)q(n) and has the nondeterministic steps
among the ﬁrst g(k) log n ones ( for some computable function g and polynomial q).
Theorem 6. Let Q be a parameterized problem. Then Q ∈ W[P] if and only if there is an
nfpt-program for an NRAM deciding Q.
Proof. Assume ﬁrst that Q ∈ W[P]. Then, by the deﬁnition of W[P], Q fpt p-
WSATCIRCUIT. Hence there are computable functions f and g, a polynomial p, and an
algorithm A assigning to every (x, k), in time f (k)p(n), a circuit Cx,k and a natural
number k′ = k′(x, k)g(k) such that
(x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ Cx,k has a satisfying assignment of weight k′.
Thus, we can assume that the nodes of the circuit Cx,k are (labelled by) natural numbers
f (k)p(n). The claimed nfpt-program P on input (x, k) proceeds as follows:
1. It computes Cx,k and k′.
2. It guesses the k′ (labels of) input nodes to be set to TRUE.
3. It evaluates the circuit Cx,k and accepts (x, k) if the circuit outputs TRUE.
(When carrying out line 1, P simulates the algorithm A step by step and after each step
increases a ﬁxed register, say register i0 by “1”. Line 2 can be realized by k′ times copying
the content of register i0 into the accumulator, invoking the instruction GUESS, and storing
the guesses appropriately.) Clearly, the number of steps that P performs can be bounded
by h(k)q(n) (for some computable function h and some polynomial q) and the number of
nondeterministic steps is k′ (g(k)).
For the converse direction suppose that Q is decided by an nfpt-program P. By the
previous lemma, there is a computable function f, a polynomial p, and a nondeterministic
Turing machineM accepting Q such that for (x, k) ∈ Q every run ofM accepts (x, k) in at
most f (k)p(n) steps and such that the nondeterministic steps are among the f (k) log n ﬁrst
ones. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that on every input, M ﬁrst carries out
the nondeterministic steps and that they altogether consist in appending to the input (x, k)
a 0–1 string of length at most f (k) log n.
The deterministic part of the computation of M can be simulated by a circuit Cx,k in the
standard way (e.g., compare the proof of Theorem 8.1 in [14]) such that
M accepts (x, k) ⇐⇒ Cx,k has a satisfying assignment. (1)
Cx,k has size g(k)q(n) for some computable function g and some polynomial q. It has
f (k) log n input nodes corresponding to the 0–1 string chosen in the nondeterministic part of
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the computation ofM (if more bits are required by the deterministic part of the computation
of M, the circuit Cx,k will not accept the corresponding assignment).
We think of the f (k) log n input nodes of Cx,k as being arranged in f (k) blocks of log n
nodes. Let us obtain the circuit Dx,k by adding f (k) blocks of n new input nodes to Cx,k
and by ensuring that at most one input node of each block can be set to TRUE (in a satisfying
assignment ofDx,k). Moreover, we wire the new input nodes with the old input nodes (i.e.,
the input nodes of Cx,k) in such a way that if the jth input node of the ith block of Dx,k is
set to TRUE, then exactly those old input nodes of the ith block of Cx,k , which correspond to
positions of the binary representation of j carrying a 1, are set to TRUE. Then
Cx,k has a satisfying assignment
⇐⇒ Dx,k has a satisfying assignment of weight f (k).
Altogether, we have shown thatQ fptp-WSATCIRCUIT, i.e.Q ∈ W[P]. 
Remark 7. Some of the arguments in the second half of the previous proof have been used
by Downey and Fellows [6] in a similar context. Speciﬁcally, the arguments leading to (1)
and hence, to the equivalence
(x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ Cx,k has a satisfying assignment
show that Q fpt SHORT CIRCUIT SATISFIABILITY (cf. [6]). The transition from Cx,k to Dx,k
duplicates the proof of [6] showing that W[P] contains SHORT CIRCUIT SATISFIABILITY; there,
the method is called the k log n trick.
By Lemma 5 and Theorem 6 we can strengthen Theorem 3 by
Corollary 8. Let Q be a parameterized problem. Then Q ∈ W[P] if and only if there is
a nondeterministic Turing machine M deciding Q such that M on input (x, k) performs at
most g(k)q(n) steps and at most g(k) log n nondeterministic steps ( for some computable
function g and some polynomial q).
Remark 9. The previous corollary shows that if we deﬁne nondeterministic RAMs by
allowing the machines to guess only one bit per nondeterministic step instead of an arbitrary
number, then Theorem 6 remains true if we allow an nfpt-program to perform f (k) log n
nondeterministic steps (cf. clause (2) in Deﬁnition 4).
The reason that we chose our non-standard deﬁnition of nondeterministic RAMs is that
it also gives us a nice machine description of the class W[1] (see Theorem 16).
As a further corollary, we establish a connection between the collapse of W[P] with FPT
and the existence of subexponential time algorithm of NP problems with bounded binary
nondeterminism. The reader should compare our result with Corollary 17.3 in [6].We could
not verify the claim of this corollary, in fact there seems to be a gap in the proof.
We denote by NP∗[f (k)] the class of problems Q ⊆ ∗ × N such that (x, k) ∈ Q is
solvable by a nondeterministic polynomial time (in |x| + k) algorithm that uses at most
f (k) bits of nondeterminism.
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Similarly, SUBEXPTIME∗[f (k)] denotes the class of problems Q ⊆ ∗ × N such
that (x, k) ∈ Q is solvable by a deterministic algorithm in time p(|x| + k)2g(k) for some
polynomial p and computable function g ∈ oeff(f ). Here, g ∈ oeff(f )means that g ∈ o(f )
holds effectively, that is, there is a computable function h such that for all 1 andmh(),
we have g(m)/f (m)1/.
One easily verﬁes:
Lemma 10. For any g ∈ oeff(id) (where id denotes the identity function on N), 2g(k log n)
is bounded by f (k)+ n for some computable function f.
Corollary 11. The following are equivalent:
(1) W[P] = FPT.
(2) For every PTIME-function f: NP∗[f (k)] ⊆ SUBEXPTIME∗[f (k)].
(3) NP∗[id(k)] ⊆ SUBEXPTIME∗[id(k)].
Proof. (3)⇒ (1): Assume (3). It sufﬁces to show that p-WSATCIRCUIT ∈ FPT. Deﬁne the
following classical problem Q:
Q
Input: A circuit C and k ∈ N.
Problem: Decide if C is klog ‖C‖ -satisﬁable.
Here, ‖C‖ denotes the length of a string encoding the circuit C in a reasonable way. Clearly,
we have Q ∈ NP∗[id(k)] and hence by assumption (3), Q ∈ SUBEXPTIME∗[id(k)].
Moreover, for any instance (C, k) of p-WSATCIRCUIT,
(C, k) ∈ p-WSATCIRCUIT ⇐⇒ (C, k log ‖C‖) ∈ Q.
Therefore, for some polynomials p and q, p-WSATCIRCUIT can be decided in time
q(‖C‖ + k)+ p(‖C‖ + k log ‖C‖)2g(k log ‖C‖)
for some computable g ∈ oeff(id). Now Lemma 10 implies p-WSATCIRCUIT ∈ FPT.
The implication (2) ⇒ (3) being trivial, we turn to a proof of (1) ⇒ (2): Assume
that W[P] = FPT. Let Q ⊆ ∗ × N be a problem in NP∗[f (k)] for some PTIME-
function f. Choose an algorithmA witnessingQ ∈ NP∗[f (k)]. We consider the following
parameterizationQp of Q:
Qp
Input: m ∈ N in unary and an instance (x, k) of Q.
Parameter:  ∈ N.
Problem: Decide if f (k) logm and (x, k) ∈ Q.
The following nfpt-program for an NRAM decidesQp. The program
(1) checks whether f (k) logm;
(2) guesses natural numbers m1, . . . , mm;
(3) calculates the binary expansion of everymi , altogether obtaining  log m(f (k)) bits;
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(4) using the ﬁrst f (k) bits in the nondeterministic steps, simulates the computation of A
on input (x, k) and outputs the corresponding answer.
By our assumption W[P] = FPT, we haveQp ∈ FPT. Therefore, there is an algorithmA1
that decides if (m, x, k, ) ∈ Qp in time g()(m + |x| + k)c for some computable g and
c ∈ N. By an argument, standard in complexity theory, we can assume that g is monotone
and that g−1 is computable in polynomial time.
We present an algorithm A2 witnessing that Q ∈ SUBEXPTIME∗[f (k)]. Given (x, k),
this algorithm ﬁrst computes
 := g−1(k) and m := 2f (k)/
in polynomial time and in time 2oeff (f (k)), respectively. Then, f (k) logm. Now,A2 uses
the algorithm A1 to decide, if (m, x, k, ) ∈ Qp and hence, if (x, k) ∈ Q. This requires
time
g()(m+ |x| + k)c  g()mc(|x| + k)c
 k2(cf (k))/(|x| + k)c
 (|x| + k)c+12oeff (f (k)).
Altogether, we getQ ∈ SUBEXPTIME∗[f (k)]. 
4. The class W[1]
In this section we present a machine characterization of the class W[1] (= A[1]). Similar
to W[P], the classes W[1],W[2], . . . of the W-hierarchy were also deﬁned by weighted
satisﬁability problems for classes of circuits or propositional formulas. In particular, the
weighted satisﬁability problem for formulas in 3CNF is W[1]-complete. We will introduce
the classes of the W-hierarchy by means of model-checking problems for fragments of
logic, since they are more appropriate for a discussion of the machine characterizations of
the classes W[2],W[3], . . . that we present in Section 7.
4.1. First-order logic and model-checking problems
A relational vocabulary  is a ﬁnite set of relation symbols. Each relation symbol has
an arity. The arity of  is the maximum of the arities of the symbols in . A structure A
of vocabulary , or -structure, consists of a set A called the universe, an interpretation
RA ⊆ Ar of each r-ary relation symbol R ∈ . We synonymously write a¯ ∈ RA or RAa¯ to
denote that the tuple a¯ ∈ Aarity(R) belongs to the relation RA.We only consider structures
whose universe is ﬁnite. The size of a -structure A is the number
‖A‖ := || + |A| + ∑
R∈
arity(R) · |RA|,
which is the size of the list representation of A (cf. [10]).
Example 12. We view a directed graph as a structure G = (G,EG), whose vocabulary
consists of one binary relation symbol E. G is an (undirected) graph, if EG is irreﬂexive
and symmetric. GRAPH denotes the class of all graphs.
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The class of all ﬁrst-order formulas is denoted by FO. They are built up from atomic
formulas using the usual boolean connectives and existential and universal quantiﬁca-
tion. Recall that atomic formulas are formulas of the form x = y or Rx1 . . . xr , where
x, y, x1, . . . , xr are variables and R is an r-ary relation symbol. For t1, t denotes the
class of all ﬁrst-order formulas of the form
∃x11 . . . ∃x1k1∀x21 . . .∀x2k2 . . .Qxt1 . . .Qxtkt,
whereQ = ∀ if t is even andQ = ∃ otherwise, and where  is quantiﬁer-free.
IfA is a structure, a1, . . . , am are elements of the universeA ofA, and(x1, . . . , xm) is a
ﬁrst-order formula whose free variables are among x1, . . . , xm, then wewriteA(a1, . . . ,
am) to denote that A satisﬁes  if the variables x1, . . . , xm are interpreted by a1, . . . , am,
respectively. If  is a sentence, i.e., a formula without free variables, then we write A
to denote that A satisﬁes .
If  is a class of formulas, then [] denotes the class of all formulas of vocabulary  in
 and [r], for r ∈ N, the class of all formulas in  whose vocabulary has arity r .
For a class D of structures and a class  of formulas, whose membership is PTIME-
decidable, themodel-checking problem for onD, denoted byp-MC(D,), is the problem
of decidingwhether a given structureA ∈ D satisﬁes a given sentence ∈  parameterized
by the length of , denoted by ||,
p-MC(D,)
Input: A ∈ D, a sentence  ∈ .
Parameter: ||.
Problem: Decide if A.
If D is the class of all ﬁnite structures, we also write p-MC() for p-MC(D,).
Example 13. Note that a graph G has a clique of size k if and only if




Therefore, p-CLIQUE fptp-MC(GRAPH,1) fptp-MC(1).
The following deﬁnition ofW[1] is the most appropriate for our purposes (its equivalence
to the original deﬁnition was shown in [11]).
Deﬁnition 14.
W[1] := [p-MC(1)]fpt.
It is known that p-CLIQUE is complete for W[1], so the following results are immediate
by Example 13.
Theorem 15 (Downey et al. [7], Flum and Grohe [10,11]).
(1) W[1] = [p-MC(GRAPH,1)]fpt.
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(2) For every relational vocabulary  of arity 2,
W[1] = [p-MC(1[])]fpt.
The machine characterization of the class W[1] reads as follows:
Theorem 16. Let Q be a parameterized problem. Then Q ∈ W[1] if and only if there is
a computable function h and an nfpt-program P for an NRAM deciding Q such that for
every run ofP, all nondeterministic steps are among the last h(k) steps of the computation,
where k is the parameter.
To express properties in ﬁrst-order logic in a more readable fashion, it is sometimes ad-
vantageous to enlarge the vocabularies by constant symbols. Recall that in a given structure
A, a constant symbol d is interpreted by an element dA ∈ A. We will tacitly make use of
the following lemma in the next proof:
Lemma 17. There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given a -structure A and a -
sentence  ∈ 1, where the vocabulary  may contain constant symbols, computes a
structure A′ and a sentence ′ ∈ 1 such that
• A ⇐⇒ A′ ′.
• The vocabulary ofA′ and ′ is obtained from  by replacing each constant symbol by a
new unary relation symbol.
• ′ only depends on .
Proof of Theorem 16. First assume thatQ ∈ W[1]. By Theorem 15,
Q fptp-MC(GRAPH,1).
Hence, there is an fpt-algorithm assigning to every instance (x, k) of Q a graph G = Gx,k
and a sentence  = x,k ∈ 1, say,
 = ∃x1 . . . ∃xk′,
with ||g(k) for a computable function g, and with a quantiﬁer-free , such that
(x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ G .
Without loss of generality, the universe G of G is an initial segment of the natural numbers.
The following nfpt-program decides whether (x, k) ∈ Q:
1. It computes the graph G and stores the adjacency matrix of G, i.e., for u, v ∈ G a certain
register (whose address is easily calculable from u, v) contains the information whether
there is an edge between u and v.
2. It computes .
3. It checks whether G .
To carry out point 3, the program guesses the values of the quantiﬁed variables x1, . . . , xk′ .
Then, it checks if the quantiﬁer-free part  is satisﬁed by this assignment. Since we stored
the adjacency matrix of G, the number of steps needed for point 3 can be bounded by h(k)
for some computable h. Hence, all nondeterministic steps are among the last h(k) steps of
the computation.
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Assume now that the nfpt-program P = (1, . . . ,m) for an NRAM decides Q and that
for some computable function h, on every run of P on input (x, k) the nondeterministic
steps are among the last h(k) ones. Choose a computable function f and a polynomial p
for P according to the deﬁnition of nfpt-program. The set of instruction numbers of P is
{1, . . . , m}, more precisely, c is the instruction of P with instruction number c.
We show that Q fptp-MC(1). That is to say, for any instance (x, k) of Q, we will
construct a structure A = Ax,k and a 1-sentence  = x,k such that
(x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ P accepts (x, k)
⇐⇒ A.
Let  := { , R+, R−, Rdiv,Reg, 0, 1, . . . , m, d1, . . . , ds} with relation symbols  (bi-
nary), R+, R− (ternary), Rdiv, Reg (binary), and with the constant symbols 0, 1, . . . , m,
d1, . . . , ds . The -structure A has universe
A := {0, 1, . . . , f (k) · p(n)}.
(Without loss of generality, we assume f (k)p(n)max{m, d1, . . . , ds}.) Furthermore
A is the natural ordering on A;
RA+ , RA− , and RAdiv are the relations representing addition, subtraction, and division
by two, respectively; for example, for a1, a2, a3 ∈ A, we have (RA+ a1a2a3 ⇐⇒
a1 + a2 = a3);
for a, b ∈ A, RegAab ⇐⇒ b is the value of the ath register immediately before the
ﬁrst nondeterministic step is carried out;
0A = 0, 1A = 1, . . . , mA = m; and dA1 , . . . , dAs are the natural numbers occurring
in the program P either as operands or as instruction numbers.
Clearly, A can be computed in the time allowed by an fpt-reduction.
Note that P (as any program for an NRAM) in each step of its computation changes the
value of at most one register. In order to have a uniform terminology, we say that register 0
is changed to its actual value, if no register is updated.
Let v¯ be the sequence of variables x1y1z1 . . . xh(k)yh(k)zh(k). For  = 0, . . . , h(k) we
introduce formulas
(v¯, x+1)
with v¯ = x1y1z1 . . . xyz and with the meaning in A:
If on the nondeterministic part (the part beginning with the ﬁrst nondeterministic step)
of its run on instance (x, k), the program P, so far, has carried out the instructions
with numbers x1, . . . , x−1, thereby changing the content of register y1 to z1, . . ., the
content of register y−1 to z−1, and x is the instruction number of the th step, then
the content of register y is changed to z, and x+1 will be the number of the next
instruction.
Also it will be convenient to introduce formulas
(v¯, y, z)
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with the meaning
if on the nondeterministic part of its run on instance (x, k), the program P, so far, has
carried out the instructions with numbers x1, . . . , x thereby changing the content of
register y1 to z1, . . ., the content of register y to z, then the content of register y is z.
Let c1 be the instruction number of the ﬁrst nondeterministic step of P on (x, k), and c0
the instruction number of the STOP instruction (without loss of generality, we assume that
there is only one STOP instruction in P). Recalling that P accepts its input, if the value of
register 0 is 0 when stopping, we see that
P accepts (x, k)
⇐⇒ A ∃v¯ ∨
0 j<h(k)
(






which gives the desired reduction from Q to p-MC(1).
The formulas  and  are deﬁned by induction on i:
0(y, z)
2 :=Reg yz,
+1(v¯+1, y, z) := (y = y+1 → z = z+1) ∧ (¬ y = y+1 → (v¯, y, z)),
“if the register y is updated in the (+ 1)th step, then its,
content is z+1 otherwise it is the same as after the th step”.
We turn to the deﬁnition of :
0(x1) := x1 = c1,
for 1 (v¯, xi+1) :=
∨
1cm
(x = c ∧ c(v¯, x+1)),
where each ci depends on the instruction c. Say c = READ ↑ u (i.e., “store the number
in register v in register 0, where v is the content of the uth register”). Let d be a constant
symbol with dA = u. Then, we set
c(v¯, x+1) := ∃z(−1(v¯−1, d, z) ∧ −1(v¯−1, z, z) ∧ y = 0) ∧ R+x1x+1.
If c = JZERO c′ (i.e., c = “if the content of register 0 is 0, then jump to the instruction
c′”), then
c(v¯, x+1) := y = 0 ∧ −1(v¯−1, 0, z)
∧ ((z = 0 → x+1 = c′) ∧ (¬ z = 0 → R+x 1 x+1)).
The deﬁnition for the remaining standard instructions should be clear now.
For the GUESS instruction, i.e., c = GUESS, we set
c(v¯, x+1) := ∃z(−1(v¯−1, 0, z) ∧ ziz ∧ y = 0) ∧ R+x 1 x+1. 
5. The classes of the A-hierarchy
In [10], the classes of the A-hierarchy were introduced. By [11], the following deﬁnition
is equivalent:
2 Note that v¯0 is the empty sequence, so we write 0(y, z) instead of 0(v¯0, y, z).
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Deﬁnition 18. For t1,
A[t] := [p-MC(t )]fpt.
Note that W[1] = A[1] by Deﬁnition 14. Again model-checking problems on some
restricted classes are already complete for the class A[t].
Theorem 19 (Flum and Grohe [10]). For t1,
(1) A[t] = [p-MC(GRAPH,t )]fpt.
(2) For every relational vocabulary  of arity 2,
A[t] = [p-MC(t [])]fpt.
To capture the classes of the A-hierarchy, we need alternating random access machines.
So in addition to the “GUESS” instruction, an alternating RAM, or ARAM, also has a
“FORALL” instruction. To emphasize the duality, we call the “GUESS” instruction “EX-
ISTS” from now on. Steps of a computation of an ARAM in which EXISTS or FORALL
instructions are executed are called existential steps or universal steps, respectively. They
are the nondeterministic steps, all other steps are called deterministic steps. Acceptance
is deﬁned as usual for alternating machines. For an ARAM we generalize the notion of
nfpt-program in the obvious way:
Deﬁnition 20. A program P for an ARAM is an afpt-program, if there is a computable
function f and a polynomial p such that for every input (x, k) with |x| = n the program P
on every run.
(1) Performs at most f (k)p(n) steps.
(2) Performs at most f (k) nondeterministic steps, i.e., existential or universal ones.
(3) Uses at most the ﬁrst f (k)p(n) registers.
(4) Contains numbers f (k)p(n) in all registers at every point of the computation.
The sequence of existential and universals steps in a run  of an ARAM can be described
by a word q() ∈ {∃,∀}∗. Let e be a regular expression over the alphabet {∃,∀}. A program
P for an ARAM is e-alternating, if for every input and every run  of P on this input, the
word q() belongs to the language of e. For example, a program for an NRAM corresponds
to an ∃∗-alternating program for an ARAM.
Deﬁnition 21. Let t1 andQ = ∃ if t is odd andQ = ∀ if t is even. A program that is
∃∗∀∗ . . .Q∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
t blocks
-alternating
is also called t-alternating.
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Analogously to Theorem 16, but instead of1 now usingt , one can prove the following:
Theorem 22. Let Q be a parameterized problem and t1. Then, Q is in A[t] if and only if
there is a computable function h and a t-alternating afpt-programP for anARAM deciding
Q such that for every run of P all nondeterministic steps are among the last h(k) steps of
the computation, where k is the parameter.
Proof. For Q ∈ A[t], we have Q fptp-MC(GRAPH,t ) by Theorem 19. The required
afpt-programPproceeds similarly as thenfpt-programwepresented in theproof ofTheorem
16: after computing a graph G and a sentence ∈ t , the programP checks whether G ,
thereby using EXISTS instructions for existential quantiﬁers and FORALL instructions for
universal quantiﬁers.
Conversely, assumeQ is a parameterized problemdecided by a t-alternating afpt-program
P = (1, . . . ,m) as in the claim of the theorem. It sufﬁces to show thatQ fptp-MC(t ).
We ﬁx an instance (x, k) of Q. The structure A is deﬁned as in the proof of Theorem 16.
(We use in this proof the straightforward extension of Lemma 17 to t -formulas.) We shall
deﬁne a sentence  ∈ t such that
P accepts (x, k) ⇐⇒ A.
Again, in order to have a uniform terminology, we say that register 0 is changed to its
actual value, if no register is updated. Since in contrast to Theorem 16, the program P is an
alternating program, we have to formalize the acceptance condition in a bottom up fashion.
For  < h(k), 1j t , 1cm, we introduce formulas
,j,c(w¯) and (w¯, y, z),
where w¯ = y1, z1, . . . , y, z with the meaning in A:
If on the nondeterministic part (the part beginning with the ﬁrst EXISTS instruction)
of its run on instance (x, k), the program P, so far has performed  steps of the
computation, has changed the content of register y1 to z1, . . . , the content of register
y to z (in this order) and the actual value of the program counter is c, and if the run
is in the jth alternation block, then there is an accepting continuation of this run
and
if on the nondeterministic part of its run on instance (x, k), the program P, so far has
performed  steps of the computation, has changed the content of register y1 to z1, . . .,
the content of register y to z, then the content of register y is z,
respectively.
Let c1 be the instruction number of the ﬁrst existential step (of P on input (x, k)). Then,
we see that
P accepts (x, k) ⇐⇒ A0,1,c1 .
We ﬁrst deﬁne the quantiﬁer-free formulas (w¯, y, z) by induction on :
0(y, z) :=Reg yz,
+1(w¯+1, y, z) := (y = y+1 → z = z+1) ∧ (¬ y = y+1 → (w¯, y, z)).
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Now we deﬁne ,j,c(w¯) by induction on the length , starting with maximal , i.e,  =
h(k)− 1. If  = h(k)− 1, we set
,j,c(w¯) :=
{
(w¯, 0, 0) if c = STOP (i.e., c is the STOP instruction),
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
Let  < h(k)−1. If c = STOP, then,j,c(w¯) := (w¯, 0, 0). Suppose c = STORE ↑
u (i.e., c = “store the number in register 0 in register s, where s is the content of the uth
register”). Let d be a constant symbol with dA = u. Then, we let
,j,c(w¯) :=

∃y∃z((w¯, d, y) ∧ (w¯, 0, z)
∧+1,j,c+1(w¯, y, z)) if j is odd,
∀y∀z(((w¯, d, y) ∧ (w¯, 0, z))
→ +1,j,c+1(w¯, y, z)) if j is even.
If c = JZERO c′ and j is odd, then
,j,c(w¯) := ∃z
(
(w¯, 0, z) ∧
(
(z = 0 → +1,j,c′(w¯, 0, z))
∧ (¬ z = 0 → +1,j,c+1(w¯, 0, z))
))





(z = 0 → +1,j,c′(w¯, 0, z))
∧ (¬ z = 0 → +1,j,c+1(w¯, 0, z))
))
.
The other standard instructions are treated similarly. We give the deﬁnition for nondeter-
ministic instructions. So, let c = EXISTS. Then, we set
,j,c(v¯) :=

∃y∃z((w¯, 0, y) ∧ zy
∧+1,j,c+1(w¯, 0, z)) if j is odd,
∃y∃z((w¯, 0, y) ∧ zy
∧+1,j+1,c+1(w¯, 0, z)) if j < t and j is even,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
Similarly, if c = FORALL, we set
,j,c(v¯) :=

∀y∀z(((w¯, 0, y) ∧ zy)
→ +1,j,c+1(w¯, 0, z)) if j is even,
∀y∀z(((w¯, 0, y) ∧ zy)
→ +1,j+1,c+1(w¯, 0, z)) if j is odd,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise. 
The machine characterizations derived so far, yield the following implication (cf. Fig. 1):
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Corollary 23. If FPT = W[P] then FPT = A[1] = A[2] = . . . .
Proof. Assume FPT = W[P]. By induction on t1, we show that FPT = A[t]. This is
clear for t = 1, since FPT ⊆ A[1] = W[1] ⊆ W[P] = FPT. Now, let Q be a parameterized
problem in A[t + 1] and let P be an afpt-program for an ARAM according to Theorem
22 deciding Q. Choose f and p according to Deﬁnition 20. We show that Q is in W[P] and
hence, in FPT.
Fix an instance (x, k) of Q. We stop the program P, on input (x, k), after the ex-
istential steps of the ﬁrst existential block have been performed. Code the contents of
the ﬁrst f (k)p(n) registers and the value of the program counter by a string y with
|y|O((f (k)p(n))2). Consider a program P′ that on input (y, k), ﬁrst decodes y, stores
the numbers in the corresponding registers, and sets the program counter accordingly, and
then continues the computation of P, where we stopped it. Thus, P′ is a
∀∗∃∗ . . .Q∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
t blocks
-alternating
afpt-program for an ARAM such that for some computable function h, all existential and
universal steps are among the last h(k) steps of the computation. Therefore, P′ decides
a problem whose complement is in A[t] and hence, in FPT by the induction hypothesis
A[t] = FPT. Thus, we can replace P′ by an equivalent deterministic afpt-program P′′.
And by replacing the last t blocks of alternations of P by P′′ appropriately, we get an
nfpt-program for an NRAM deciding Q. By Theorem 6,Q ∈ W[P]. 
5.1. The class AW[P]
We can deﬁne the alternating version of p-WSATCIRCUIT as the parameterized problem
p-AWSATCIRCUIT:
p-AWSATCIRCUIT
Input: A circuit C, k ∈ N, a partition of the input variables of C into
sets I1, . . . , Ik .
Parameter: k ∈ N.
Problem: Decide if there is a size k subsetJ1 of I1 such that for every size
k subset J2 of I2 there exists . . . such that the truth assignment
setting all variables in J1 ∪ . . . ∪ Jk to TRUE and all other
variables to FALSE satisﬁes C.
AW[P] is the class of all parameterized problems that are fpt-reducible to p-AWSATCIRCUIT,
that is,
AW[P] := [p-AWSATCIRCUIT]fpt.
Generalizing the proof of Theorem 6 to the alternating case, one obtains the following
machine characterization of AW[P]:
Theorem 24. Let Q be a parameterized problem. Then, Q is in AW[P] if and only if Q is
decided by an afpt-program for an ARAM.
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6. The classes of the Wfunc-hierarchy
Let t, u1. A ﬁrst-order formula  is t,u, if it is t and all quantiﬁer blocks after the
leading existential block have lengthu. For example
∃x1 . . . ∃xk∀y∃z1∃z2,
where  is quantiﬁer-free, is in 3,2 (for any k1). In addition, note that 1,u = 1 for
any u.
Now, the classes of the W-hierarchy can be deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 25. For t1,
W[t] := [p-MC(t,1)]fpt.
There are several fpt-equivalent variants of p-MC(t,1) as shown by
Theorem 26 (Downey et al. [7], Flum and Grohe [10,11]). Fix t1.
(1) W[t] = [p-MC(GRAPH,t,1)]fpt.
(2) For every relational vocabulary  of arity 2, W[t] = [p-MC(t,1[])]fpt.
(3) For every u1, W[t] = [p-MC(t,u)]fpt.
Comparing the characterizations ofA[t] bymodel-checking problems fort inDeﬁnition
18 and by programs for alternating machines in Theorem 22, we see an analogy between
the blocks of quantiﬁers on the one hand and the blocks of nondeterministic steps without
alternation on the other hand (in fact, this is more than a pure analogy, as it is already
known from classical complexity theory). So, the deﬁnition of W[t] suggests to consider
(t, 1)-alternating, where
Deﬁnition 27. Let t1 andQ = ∃ if t is odd andQ = ∀ if t is even. A program that is
∃∗∀∃ . . .Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
t blocks
-alternating
is also called (t, 1)-alternating.
Onewould conjecture that the parameterized problems inW[t] coincidewith those decid-
able on an alternating RAMby (t, 1)-alternating afpt-programs having the nondeterministic
steps in the last part of the computation. In fact, any problem in W[t] can be decided by
such a program; this can be easily seen by slightly modifying the ﬁrst part of the proof
of Theorem 22 (and by using Theorem 26). The converse direction of that proof does not
seem to go through: there, we used quantiﬁers in the corresponding formula also for the
deterministic steps of the last part of the computation, so that the length of the quantiﬁer
blocks can not be bounded in advance. For the deterministic steps the dependence of the
quantiﬁed variables is functional, hence we could do without additional quantiﬁers, if we
allow vocabularies with function symbols.
Thus, we now considermodel-checking problems on structures of arbitrary vocabularies,
that is, vocabularies that may contain function and constant symbols.
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6.1. Arbitrary vocabularies and structures
A vocabulary  is a ﬁnite set of relation symbols, function symbols and constant symbols
(also called constants). As the relation symbols, every function symbol f ∈  has an arity,
denoted by arity(f ). The arity of  is the maximum of the arities of all relation and function
symbols in . Clearly, in a -structureA an r-ary function symbol f ∈  is interpreted by a
function fA : Ar → A. The size of A is the number








The atomic formulas of ﬁrst-order logic are of the forms s = s′ or Rs1 . . . sr , where
s, s′, s1, . . . , sr are terms and R ∈  is an r-ary relation symbol. Terms are either constants
of , or variables, or of the form f (s1, . . . , sr ), where s1, . . . , sr are again terms and f ∈ 
is an r-ary function symbol. For t, u1, let funct and funct,u be deﬁned analogously as t
and t,u, but now the formulas may also contain function and constant symbols. Clearly,
t ⊆ funct and t,u ⊆ funct,u . It is not hard to see that for t1, [p-MC(funct )]fpt =
[p-MC(t )]fpt = A[t]. Unfortunately, we do not know the answer to the following:
Question: Is p-MC(funct,1 ) fptp-MC(t,1) for t2?
We deﬁne a new hierarchy of parameterized classes:
Deﬁnition 28. For t1,
Wfunc[t] := [p-MC(funct,1 )]fpt.
Clearly, Wfunc[t] ⊆ A[t] and consequently, W[1] = Wfunc[1] = A[1]. For t2, we only
know that W[t] ⊆ Wfunc[t] ⊆ A[t], and any strict inclusion will yield PTIME = NP. In
particular, our question is equivalent to “Wfunc[t] = W[t]?”
We aim at a characterization of the class Wfunc[t] by means of (t, 1)-alternating afpt
programs. For this purpose, for arbitrary vocabularies, we ﬁrst derive results analogous to
those of Theorem 26:
Theorem 29. Fix t, u1.
(1) For a binary function symbol f, we haveWfunc[t] = [p-MC(funct,u [{f }])]fpt.
(2) For every vocabulary  containing a function symbol of arity 2, Wfunc[t] =
[p-MC(funct,u [])]fpt.
(3) Wfunc[t] = [p-MC(funct,u )]fpt.
We prove Theorem 29 in several steps. In the ﬁrst step we show that if we bound the
arities of the vocabularies of the input structures, then we can reduce the model-checking
problem to a single vocabulary. For this purpose we just code all functions and relations in a
single function (recall that byfunct,u [r]we denote the class offunct,u -formulas in vocabularies
of arity r):
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Lemma 30. For r1, there is a vocabulary  such that
p-MC(funct,u [r]) fptp-MC(funct,u []).
Proof. Let r1. We set  := {f, g, 0, 1}, where f is (r + 1)-ary, g unary and where 0 and
1 are constants.
Let A be a structure in an arbitrary r-ary vocabulary . Without loss of generality, we
can assume that  contains no constant symbols, that its function symbols f1, . . . , fm and
its relation symbols Rm+1, . . . , Rs are all r-ary, and ﬁnally that {0, 1, . . . , s} ⊆ A.
The -structure B has the same universe as A, i.e., B := A. The symbols in  are
interpreted as follows:
• The function f B : Br+1 → B is deﬁned by
f B(b1, . . . , br , b) =

fAb (b1, . . . , br ) if 1bm ,
1 if m+ 1bs and RAb b1, . . . , br ,
0, otherwise.
• The function gB : B → B is deﬁned by
gB(b) =
{
b + 1 if b ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m− 1},
0, otherwise.
• 0B = 0 and 1B = 1.
For i ∈ {1, . . . , m} deﬁne a term
li := g(. . . g(g︸ ︷︷ ︸
i times
(0)) . . .),
clearly the interpretation lBi of li in B is the element i.
Now, given any  ∈ funct,u [], let ˜ be the formula obtained from  by ﬁrst replacing
every term s recursively by
s˜ :=
{
s if s is a variable,
f (s˜1, . . . , s˜r , li ) if s = fi(s1, . . . , sr )
and then by replacing atomic subformulas s1 = s2 by s˜1 = s˜2 and atomic subformulas
Rjs1 . . . sr by f (s˜1, . . . , s˜r , lj ) = 1. It is easy to see that (A ⇐⇒ B  ˜); clearly, ˜
has the same quantiﬁer structure as . 
In the second step we show that we can replace an arbitrary vocabulary by a binary one.
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Lemma 31. For any vocabulary , there is a binary vocabulary ′ such that
p-MC(funct,u []) fptp-MC(funct,u [′]).
Moreover, we can require that ′ contains no relation symbols and at most one binary
function symbol.
Proof. LetA be a -structure.We deﬁne a vocabulary ′ of the required form and depending
on  only, and a ′-structure A′. The universe A′ is the union
• of A,
• for each relation symbol R ∈  of arity r, of the set
{(a1, . . . , as) | 2 sr , and for some as+1, . . . , ar ∈ A (a1, . . . , as, as+1, . . . ,
ar ) ∈ RA} i.e., the set of all “partial” tuples that can be
extended to some tuple in RA
(note that the size of this set is bounded by (r − 1) · |RA|),
• for each function symbol f ∈  of arity r, of the set⋃
2 s r
As,
(the size of this set is bounded by |A|r+1, thereby we assume that |A|2),
• of {⊥}, where ⊥ is an element distinct from all those introduced previously.
Altogether, |A′|‖A‖2 + 1. Now we deﬁne the vocabulary ′ and the ′-structure A′ in
parallel:
• ′ contains all constants of ; they keep their interpretation.
• ′ contains a (new) constant c which is interpreted by an arbitrary element of A.
• ′ contains a unary function symbol h and we set
hA′(b) =
{
c if b ∈ A,
⊥, otherwise.
• For every r-ary relation symbol R ∈ , the vocabulary ′ contains a unary function
symbol hR and we set
hA′R (b) =
{
c if b = (a1, . . . , ar ) and RAa1 . . . ar ,
⊥, otherwise.
• For every r-ary function symbol g ∈ , the vocabulary ′ contains a unary function
symbol fg ∈ ′ and we deﬁne fA′g by
fA′g (b) =
{
gA(a1, . . . , ar ) if b = (a1, . . . , ar ), 3
⊥, otherwise.
3 We identify (a1) with a1.
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• ′ contains a binary function symbol e; the “tuple extending function” eA′ is deﬁned by
eA′(b, b′) =
{
(a1, . . . , as, b′) if b = (a1, . . . , as) and (a1, . . . , as, b′) ∈ A′,
⊥, otherwise.
Now, for any sentence  ∈ funct,u [], we construct a sentence ˜ equivalent to a funct,u [′]-
sentence such that
A ⇐⇒ A′  ˜. (2)
For this purpose, we ﬁrst deﬁne s˜ for every term s by induction: if s is a variable or a
constant, then s˜ := s. If s is the composed term g(s1, . . . , sr ), then
s˜ := fg(e(e(. . . e(e(s˜1, s˜2), s˜3) . . .), s˜r )).
For formulas  we deﬁne ˜ by induction as follows:
s˜1 = s2 := s˜1 = s˜2,
˜Rs1 . . . sr := hR(e(e(. . . e(e(s˜1, s˜2), s˜3) . . .), s˜r )) = c.
If  = (1 ∨ 2), then ˜ := (˜1 ∨ ˜2), and similarly for formulas (1 ∧ 2) and ¬. If
 = ∃x or  = ∀x we deﬁne
˜ := ∃x(h(x) = c ∧ ˜) or ˜ := ∀x(h(x) = c → ˜),
respectively. Now it is straightforward to verify the equivalence (2); clearly, if  ∈ funct,u []
then ˜ is equivalent to a formula in funct,u [′]. 
The preceding proof yields:
Corollary 32. For t, u1,
p-MC(funct,u ) fptp-MC(funct,u [2]).
In the last step we show:
Lemma 33. For t, u1 and every vocabulary ,
p-MC(funct,u []) fptp-MC(funct,u [{f }]),
where f is a binary function symbol.
Proof. Let  be a vocabulary. By Lemma 31, wemay assume that  only contains constants,
unary function symbols, and a single binary function symbol. Since for the purpose of our
claim we can replace constants by unary function symbols, it sufﬁces to show that
p-MC(funct,u [{g1, g2}]) fptp-MC(funct,u [{f }]),
where g1 is unary and g2 is binary.
So we have to merge g1 and g2 into f. We could add an element ⊥ to the universe
and set f (x,⊥) = g1(x) and f (x, y) = g2(x, y) for x, y = ⊥. But, in general, ⊥ will
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not be deﬁnable by a quantiﬁer-free formula, so that we get problems, for example when
relativizing quantiﬁers to the old universe (at least for t = 1). Hence, we have to deﬁne a
more involved reduction.
Let A be a {g1, g2}-structure. We let A′ be the {f }-structure with universe
A′ := A ∪ {⊥} ∪ (A× {⊥})
and deﬁne fA′ by
fA′(⊥, a) := g1(a) for a ∈ A,
fA′((a,⊥), (b,⊥)) := g2(a, b) for a, b ∈ A,
fA′(a,⊥) := (a,⊥) for a ∈ A,
fA′(a, b) := ⊥, otherwise.
Note that ⊥ is the only element a of A′ with fA′(a, a) = a. Finally, for every {g1, g2}-
formula  we deﬁne a {f }-formula ˜ such that (A ⇐⇒ A′  ˜). For this purpose let
u be a new variable. We ﬁrst deﬁne s˜ for terms by
s˜ :=

s if s is a variable,
f (u, s˜1) if s = g1(s1),
f (f (s˜1, u), f (s˜2, u)) if s = g2(s1, s2).
To obtain ˜ we replace atomic subformulas s1 = s2 by s˜1 = s˜2 and subformulas of the
form ∃x or of the form ∀x by ∃x(¬f (u, x) = u ∧ ˜) and by ∀x(¬f (u, x) = u→ ˜),
respectively. Then, if ˜ is a funct,u -formula, then ′ := ∃u(f (u, u) = u ∧ ˜) is equivalent
to a funct,u -formula and we have (A ⇐⇒ A′ ′). 
Proof of Theorem 29. For t, u1, combining previous results, we obtain the following
chain of reductions:
p-MC(funct,u )  fpt p-MC(funct,u [2]) (by Corollary 32)
 fpt p-MC(funct,u []) for some vocabulary  (by Lemma 30)
 fpt p-MC(funct,u [{f }]) for every binary function symbol f
(by Lemma 33).
Since p-MC(funct,u ) fptp-MC(funct,1 ) has been shown as Proposition 8.5 in [10], we obtain
all claimed reductions. 
Now we give the machine characterizations of the classes of the Wfunc-hierarchy.
Theorem 34. Let Q be a parameterized problem and t1. Then, Q is in Wfunc[t] if and
only if there is a computable function h and a (t, 1)-alternating afpt-program P for an
ARAM deciding Q such that for every run of P all nondeterministic steps are among the
last h(k) steps of the computation, where k is the parameter.
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 35. For an arbitrary vocabulary , let 1(x¯), . . . ,m(x¯) and 1(x¯, y¯), . . . ,
m(x¯, y¯) be formulas in FO[], where x¯ = x1 . . . xr and y¯ = y1 . . . ys are sequences
of variables that have no variable in common. Assume Q1, . . . ,Qs ∈ {∀, ∃}. If A is a




(i → Q1y1 . . .Qsysi )(a¯) ⇐⇒ AQ1y1 . . .Qsys
m∧
i=1
(i → i )(a¯).
We omit the straightforward proof.
Proof of Theorem 34. Let Q be a parameterized problem. Assume ﬁrst that, for a binary
function symbol f,
Q fptp-MC(funct,1 [{f }]).
So we have an fpt-algorithm assigning to every instance (x, k) of Q a {f }-structure A =
Ax,k and a sentence  = x,k ∈ t,1[{f }], say,
 = ∃x11 . . . ∃x1k1∀y2∃y3 . . . Pyt,
(where P = ∃ if t is odd, and P = ∀ otherwise) with ||g(k) for some computable
function g, and with a quantiﬁer-free  such that
(x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ A.
We present a (t, 1)-alternating afpt-program P for an ARAM deciding Q. For any input
(x, k):
1. It computes the structure A, say, with A an initial segment of the natural numbers, and
stores the array representation of fA, i.e., for a1, a2 ∈ A a certain register (whose
address is easily calculable from a1, a2) contains fA(a1, a2).
2. It computes .
3. It checks whether A.
To carry out point 3, the programP, using the EXISTS- and FORALL-instructions guesses
values of the quantiﬁed variables. Then, it checks if the quantiﬁer-free part  is satisﬁed
by this assignment. Since we stored the array representation of A, the number of steps
needed for point 3 can be bounded by h(k) for some computable h. Hence, all existential
and universal steps are among the last h(k) steps of the computation, and the form of the
quantiﬁer preﬁx of  guarantees that the program P is (t, 1)-alternating.
Now letP = (1, . . . ,m) be a (t, 1)-alternating afpt-program deciding Q such that, for
some computable functions f and h and some polynomial p, the programP on every run on
an instance ofQ performs at most f (k)p(n) steps and the nondeterministic ones are among
the last h(k) steps.
Fix an instance (x, k). We aim at a structure A = Ax,k and a funct,1 -sentence  = x,k
of some vocabulary , such that
(x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ P accepts (x, k)
⇐⇒ A.
This will give the desired reduction from Q to p-MC(funct,1 ).
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Let  := { ,+,−, div, r, f, 0, d1, . . . , ds} with binary relation symbol  , with func-
tion symbols +, ·,− (binary), div, r (unary), and f (4ary), and with the constant symbols
0, d1, . . . , ds . The structure A has universe A := {0, 1, . . . , f (k)p(n)}, and moreover
A is the natural ordering on A;
+A,−A, and divA are addition, subtraction, and division by two, respectively, re-
stricted to A appropriately;
for a ∈ A, rA(a) is the value of the ath register immediately before the ﬁrst nondeter-
ministic step is carried out;
fA corresponds to the “if …then …else …” function, i.e., for a, b, c, d ∈ A,
fA(a, b, c, d) =
{
c if a = b,
d if a = b.
0A = 0; dA1 , . . . , dAs are the natural numbers occurring in the programP as operands.
For 1j t , 1cm, and terms i1, s1, . . . , i, s with  < h(k), we introduce a formula
j,c,i1,s1,...,i,s
with the meaning in A (again we say that register 0 is changed to its actual value, if no
register is updated):
If on the nondeterministic part of its run on instance (x, k), the program P, so far, has
performed  steps of the computation, has changed the content of register i1 to s1, . . . ,
the content of register i to s (in this order) and the actual value of the program counter
is c, and if the run is in the jth block without alternation, then there is an accepting
continuation of this run.
Hence, if c1 is the instruction number of the ﬁrst existential step, then
P accepts (x, k) ⇐⇒ A1,c1 .
So it remains to deﬁne j,c,i1,s1,...,i,s . We introduce an abbreviation: for a term i and a
sequence of terms s¯ = i1, s1, . . . , i, s, let a(i, s¯) be a term denoting the actual value of
the ith register that is, it is r(i), if i differs from all ij and otherwise, it is sj0 , where j0 is
the largest index j with i = ij ; we set
a(i, s¯) := f (i, i, s, f (i, i−1, s−1, f (. . . f (i, i1, s1, r(i)) . . .))).
We deﬁne j,c,s¯ with s¯ = i1, s1, . . . , i, s by induction on the length , starting with
 = h(k)− 1. For  = h(k)− 1, we set (recall that, by deﬁnition, a run accepts its input, if
0 is the content of the 0th register when stopping)
j,c,s¯ :=
{
a(0, s¯) = 0 if c = STOP,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
Let  < h(k)− 1. If c = STOP, then again j,c,s¯ := a(0, s¯) = 0. Suppose c = ADD u
(i.e., c = “Add the numbers stored in the 0th and uth registers and store the result in register
0”). Let d be a constant symbol with dA = u. Then, we let
j,c,s¯ := j,c+1,s¯,0,a(0,s¯)+a(d,s¯).
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If c = JZERO c′, then
j,c,s¯ := (a(0, s¯) = 0 → j,c′,s¯,0,a(0,s¯)) ∧ (¬ a(0, s¯) = 0 → j,c+1,s¯,0,a(0,s¯)). (3)
The deﬁnition for the other standard instructions is similar. For nondeterministic instruc-
tions, say c = EXISTS, set
j,c,s¯ :=

∃x(xa(0, s¯) ∧ j,c+1,s¯,0,x) if j = 1,
∃x(xa(0, s¯) ∧ j+1,c+1,s¯,0,x) if 1 < j < t and j is even,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
Similarly, if c = FORALL, we set
j,c,s¯ :=
{ ∀x(xa(0, s¯)→ j+1,c+1,s¯,0,x) if j < t and j is odd,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
Now, it is easy (using Lemma 35 for subformulas of the form (3)) to verify that 1,c1 is
equivalent to a funct,1 -sentence. 
6.2. The class AW[∗]
For t1, the class AW[t] is the alternating version of W[t]. It turns out, however, that
AW[t] = AW[1] for all t1 (cf. [8]). For that reason, the class AW[1] is usually denoted
by AW[∗]. Using the equalities (cf. [9,10])
AW[∗] = [p-MC(FO)]fpt = [p-MC(GRAPH,FO)]fpt,
along the lines of the proof of the preceding theorem, one obtains amachine characterization
of the class AW[∗]:
Theorem 36. Let Q be a parameterized problem. Then, Q is in AW[∗] if and only if there
is a computable function h and an afpt-program P for an ARAM deciding Q such that for
every run of P all nondeterministic steps are among the last h(k) steps of the computation.
7. The classes of the W-hierarchy
In the preceding section, we saw that restricting the programs that characterize the class
A[t] in the obvious way in order to obtain programs suitable for W[t], we got a character-
ization of the class Wfunc[t], which, for all we know, may be different from W[t]. It turns
out that for W[t] we have to restrict not only the programs, but also the capabilities of the
ARAMs.
An analysis of the proof of the previous theorem reveals that we need function symbols to
keep track of the actual values of the registers. Of course, for a deterministic program, at any
time of the computation these values only depend on the sequence of instructions carried
out (and on the original values of the registers). But, in the presence of nondeterministic
steps, the value of any register may depend on the guessed numbers. Looking at the ﬁrst
part of the proof of the previous theorem, we see that the guessed numbers represent certain
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elements of a structure A and that, in the corresponding program, we did not need any
properties of the guessed numbers but we only wanted to know, if the guessed elements
have a given property (say, if the elements a1, . . . , ar are in the relationRA). Therefore, the
type of RAM, we are going to introduce, will store the guessed numbers in special registers,
called guess registers, and will only have access to the properties of the elements denoted
by the guessed numbers. In this way, as in the deterministic case, the values of the standard
registers only will depend on the sequence of instructions carried out and therefore, function
symbols will not be necessary in order to code a run by a t,1-formula.
We turn to the precise deﬁnition of these random access machines that we call WRAMs.
A WRAM has:
• The standard registers 0, 1, . . . , their content is denoted by r0, r1, . . . , respectively.
• The guess registers 0, 1, . . . , their content is denoted by g0, g1, . . . , respectively.
Often we denote gri , i.e., the content of the guess register whose index is the content of the
ith standard register, by g(ri).
For the standard registers a WRAM has all the instructions of a standard deterministic
random access machine. Moreover, it has four additional instructions:
Instruction Semantics
EXISTS ↑ j existentially guess a natural number r0; store it in the rj th
guess register
FORALL ↑ j universally guess a natural number r0; store it in the rj th
guess register
JGEQUAL i j c if g(ri) = g(rj ), then jump to the instruction with label c
JGZERO i j c if r〈g(ri ),g(rj )〉 = 0, then jump to the instruction with label c.
Here, 〈 , 〉 : N × N → N is any simple coding of ordered pairs of natural numbers by
natural numbers such that 〈i, j〉(1 + max{i, j})2 and 〈0, 0〉 = 0. EXISTS instructions
and FORALL instructions are the existential and universal instructions, respectively, all
the other instructions are said to be deterministic. JGEQUAL instructions and JGZERO
instructions are the jump instructions involving guessed numbers.
The following lemma, whose proof is immediate, shows that the contents of the standard
registers depend only on the sequence of executed instructions. We already pointed out in
the introduction to this section that this property is crucial for the main theorem.
Lemma 37. Assume that, for a given input, we have two (partial) computations on a
WRAM. If the same sequence of instructions is carried out in both computations, then
the contents of the standard registers will be the same.
It should be clear what we mean by a (t, 1)-alternating afpt-program for a WRAM (cf.
Deﬁnitions 20 and 27). The promised machine characterization of W[t] reads as follows:
Theorem 38. Let Q be a parameterized problem and t1. Then, Q is inW[t] if and only
if there is a computable function h and a (t, 1)-alternating afpt-program P for a WRAM
deciding Q such that for every run of P all nondeterministic steps are among the last h(k)
steps of the computation, where k is the parameter.
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Proof. Let Q be a parameterized problem. First assume that Q ∈ W[t]. We show that
Q is decided by an afpt-program with the claimed properties. The proof is similar to the
corresponding part in the proof of Theorem 34. By Theorem 26, we know that
Q fptp-MC(GRAPH,t,1).
Hence, there is an fpt-algorithm that assigns to every instance (x, k) of Q a graph G = Gx,k
and a sentence  = x,k ∈ t,1, say,
 = ∃x11 . . . ∃x1k1∀y2∃y3 . . . Pyt ,
(where P = ∃ if t is odd, and P = ∀ otherwise) with ||g(k) for some computable
function g and with a quantiﬁer-free , such that
(x, k) ∈ Q ⇐⇒ G .
The claimed (t, 1)-alternating afpt-program P for a WRAM, on input (x, k), proceeds as
follows:
1. It computes the graph G = (G,EG), say, with G an initial segment of the natural
numbers, and stores its adjacency matrix in the standard registers as follows:
r〈i,j〉 = 0 ⇐⇒ EG ij.
2. It computes .
3. It checks whether G .
To carry out point 3, the programP, using the EXISTS- and FORALL-instructions guesses
the values of the quantiﬁed variables. Then, it checks the quantiﬁer-free part: JGEQUAL-
and JGZERO-instructions are used to check atomic subformulas of the form x = y and of
the form Exy, respectively. The number of steps needed for point 3 can be bounded by h(k)
for some computable function h. Hence, all existential and universal steps are among the
last h(k) steps of the computation.
Now assume thatP is a (t, 1)-alternating afpt-program for aWRAMdecidingQ such that
for every instance (x, k), the program P performs f (k)p(n) steps with all nondetermin-
istic steps among the last h(k) ones (for some computable functions f and h and polynomial
p). We claim thatQ ∈ W[t]. By Theorem 26, it sufﬁces to show thatQ fptp-MC(t,2).
Let P = (1, . . . ,m). We denote instruction numbers by c, c1, . . . and ﬁnite sequences
of instruction numbers by c¯. (c¯) denotes the last instruction number of the sequence c¯, and




{1, . . . , m}r and N := {0, 1, . . . , f (k) · p(n)}.
We look for a structure A and a t,2-sentence  such that
P accepts (x, k) ⇐⇒ A.
Let c¯1 be the sequence of instruction numbers of the deterministic part of the run of P on
input (x, k) ending with the instruction number of the next instruction, the ﬁrst existential
instruction to be carried out. As universe A of A we take A := C ∪ N . Moreover, in A
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there is the binary relation A, the natural ordering on N, and ternary relations RA and
TA deﬁned by
RAc¯ij ⇐⇒ c¯ ∈ C, i, j ∈ N, and if P, on input (x, k), carries out
the sequence of instructions [c¯1 c¯), then ri = j,
TAc¯ij ⇐⇒ c¯ ∈ C, i, j, 〈i, j〉 ∈ N, and if P, on input (x, k), carries out
the sequence of instructions [c¯1 c¯), then r〈i,j〉 = 0.
Moreover, we have constant symbols, denoted by 0, 1, . . . , h(k) − 1, for the elements
0, 1, . . . , h(k) − 1 (so we make use of the analogon of Lemma 17 for t,u). This ﬁnishes
the deﬁnition ofA, which can be constructed within the time allowed by an fpt-reduction.
We turn to the deﬁnition of . First, we ﬁx c¯ ∈ C: Let i = i(c¯) be the number of blocks
of the sequence of instructions determined by [c¯1c¯). If i t and if each block determined by
c¯, besides the ﬁrst one, contains exactly one nondeterministic step, we introduce a formula
c¯(x¯, xh(k)+1, . . . , xh(k)+i−1), (4)
where x¯ := x1, . . . , xh(k) with the intuitive meaning in A
if a partial run ofP has c¯1 c¯ as sequence of instructions numbers and if for 1jh(k),
the variable xj is the value of the jth guess of the ﬁrst block (and xj does not occur in
c¯, if there was no such guess) and if for 1j < t , the variable xh(k)+j is the value of
the guess of the jth bounded block, then there is an accepting continuation of this run.
Then, for the empty sequence ∅ of instruction numbers and  := ∅, we have
P accepts (x, k) ⇐⇒ A.
For c¯ ∈ C of maximal length, that is, |c¯| = h(k)− 1, we set
c¯ :=
{
0 = 0 if (c¯) = STOP and RAc¯ 0 0,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
If c¯ ∈ C and |c¯| < h(k) − 1, we assume that c¯′ has already been deﬁned for all c¯′ with
|c¯| < |c¯′|. The deﬁnition depends on the type of the instruction ofPwith instruction number
(c¯).
If (c¯) = STOP, then again
c¯ :=
{
0 = 0 if RAc¯ 0 0,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
The deﬁnition of c¯ is simple for the standard instructions, e.g., if (c¯) = STORE ↑ u
(that is, “(c¯) = rru := r0”), then
c¯ := c¯ (c¯)+1.
We give the deﬁnitions for the new instructions: assume (c¯) = EXISTS ↑ v. Again, let
i = i(c¯) be the number of blocks of the sequence of instructions determined by [c¯1c¯); if
i = 1, let j = j (c¯) be the number of guesses in this block. We set
c¯ :=

∃ xj+1∃y(Rc¯ 0 y ∧ xj+1y ∧ c¯ (c¯)+1) if i = 1,
∃ xh(k)+i∃y(Rc¯ 0 y ∧ xh(k)+iy ∧ c¯ (c¯)+1) if 1 < i < t and i is even,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
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The deﬁnition is similar for instructions of the type FORALL ↑ v, even easier: deﬁne
i = i(c¯) as before and set
c¯ :=
{
∀ xh(k)+i∀y((Rc¯ 0 y ∧ xh(k)+iy)→ c¯ (c¯)+1) if i < t and i is odd,
¬ 0 = 0, otherwise.
Assume (c¯) is the instruction JGEQUAL v w c. We need g(rv) and g(rw). We determine
the actual contents v0 and w0 of the vth and the wth standard registers, that is, v0 and w0
withRAc¯vv0 andRAc¯ww0. Consider the last instructions in c¯ of the form FORALL ↑ z or
EXISTS ↑ z such that at that time rz = v0, so we can determine the index j of the variable
in (4) associated with this guess. Similarly, let xj ′ be the variable corresponding to the last
instruction of the form FORALL ↑ z or EXISTS ↑ z such that at that time rz = w0 (the
case that such instructions do not exist is treated in the obvious way). Then, we set
c¯ := (xj = xj ′ → c¯ c) ∧ (¬ xj = xj ′ → c¯ (c¯)+1).
Assume (c¯) = JGZERO u v c. As in the preceding case, let xj and xj ′ denote the actual
values of the ruth and the rvth guess registers, respectively. Then, we set
c¯ := (T c¯xj xj ′ → c¯ c) ∧ (¬T c¯xj xj ′ → c¯ (c¯)+1).
As already mentioned above, we set  := ∅. Using Lemma 35, one easily veriﬁes that 
is equivalent to a t,2-formula. Clearly, the length of  can be bounded in terms of h(k)
and
Qxy ⇐⇒ P accepts (x, y)
⇐⇒ A.
This gives the desired reduction from Q to p-MC(t,2). 
Of course, we could also have used random access machines with restricted access to
the guessed numbers, that is, WRAMs, in the preceding sections. First it is easy to see
that for every regular expression e over {∀, ∃}, every e-alternating afpt-program P for a
WRAM can be simulated by an e-alternating afpt-program P′ for an ARAM. The program
P′ ﬁrst computes the values of the pairing function 〈 , 〉 for inputs f (k)p(n); then for
some constant c, every step of P is simulated by c steps of P′ .
However, to simulate programs for ARAMs by programs for WRAMs, we may need
polynomially many steps to ﬁgure out what number has been guessed in an EXISTS in-
struction or an FORALL instruction (recall that ARAMs have direct access to the guessed
numbers). We sketch such a procedure for a WRAM; it existentially guesses a number and
ﬁnally stores it in the standard register 0. For some polynomial p it takes p(r0) steps (where
r0 is the content of the 0th standard register).
1. r1 := 0.
2. EXISTS ↑ 1 (guess a number sr0 and set gr1 (= g0) := s).
3. We use a loop on i from 0 to r0. In the ith iteration step we make sure that
r〈i,i〉 = 0 and for all 0jr0 with j = i: r〈j,j〉 = 0
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and with the instruction JGZERO 11c we will test whether
r〈gr1 ,gr1 〉 = r〈g0,g0〉 = 0,
that is, whether s = i. In the positive case, we set r0 := i and stop.
Using these simulations one can formulate the machine characterizations of W[P] (cf.
Theorem 6) and AW[P] (cf. Theorem 24) in terms of WRAMs.
Theorem 39. Let Q be a parameterized problem.
(1) Q is in W[P] if and only if there is an afpt-program for a WRAM without universal
instructions deciding Q.
(2) Q is in AW[P] if and only if Q is decided by an afpt-program for aWRAM.
And also the machine characterizations of A[t] given in Theorem 22 and AW[∗] in
Theorem 36 survive, if we replace ARAMs by WRAMs.
Theorem 40. Let Q be a parameterized problem.
(1) For t1,Q is inA[t] if and only if there is a computable function h and a t-alternating
afpt-programP for aWRAM deciding Q such that for every run ofP all nondetermin-
istic steps are among the last h(k) steps of the computation, where k is the parameter.
(2) Q is in AW[∗] if and only if there is a computable function h and an afpt-program P
for an ARAM deciding Q such that for every run of P all nondeterministic steps are
among the last h(k) steps of the computation, where k is the parameter.
Proof. For the direction from right to left one uses the simulation of WRAMs by ARAMs
as explained above. For the other direction, for example in the case of A[t], we note that if
Q ∈ A[t], thenQ fptp-MC(GRAPH,t ) by Theorem 19. Then an afpt-program P for a
WRAM similar to the one in the ﬁrst part of the proof of Theorem 38 can decide Q. 
7.1. TheW∗-hierarchy
In [9] theW∗-hierarchy was introduced. It is known thatW[1] = W∗[1] (cf. [9]), W[2] =
W∗[2] (cf. [5]), W[t] ⊆ W∗[t] and that
W∗[t] = [p-MC(∗t,1)]fpt = [p-MC(∗t,1)[2]]fpt
(cf. [11], where also the class of formulas∗t,1 was introduced). Using this last result, one can
extend the WRAMs to W∗RAMs appropriately in order to get machine characterizations
of the classes of the W∗-hierarchy. We leave the details to the reader and only remark that
two changes are necessary:
• W∗RAM are able to existentially and universally guess numbers k (the parameter)
and to store them in standard registers.
• For some  ∈ N, instead of the instruction JGZERO ijc, the W∗RAMs contain instruc-
tions JGm ijc formwith the semantic: if r〈g(ri ),g(rj )〉 = m, then jump to the instruction
with label c.
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8. Conclusions
By giving machine characterizations of many complexity classes of parameterized prob-
lems, we feel that we have gained a much clearer understanding of these classes. Now we
have a fairly comprehensive picture of the machine side of parameterized complexity the-
ory. The only important classes not yet integrated into this picture are the classes W[SAT]
and AW[SAT].
The machine characterization of W[P] is very simple and natural, and provides a precise
connection between parameterized complexity theory and limited nondeterminism. When
trying to generalize the machine characterization for the classes of the A-hierarchy to the
W-hierarchy, we actually ended up with a new hierarchy, the Wfunc-hierarchy. We charac-
terize Wfunc[t] in terms of the parameterized model-checking problem for t,1-sentences
in vocabularies with function symbols. Of course it would simplify the world of param-
eterized intractability, if Wfunc[t] = W[t], but at the moment, we even cannot show that
Wfunc[t] ⊆ W[SAT] for t2, while W[t] ⊆ W[SAT].
Our machine characterizations also enable us to investigate some structural issues in
parameterized complexity. In particular, we showed that if W[P] = FPT, then the whole
A-hierarchy collapses, which can be viewed as a parameterized analogon of the classical
result that if PTIME = NP, then the whole Polynomial Hierarchy collapses.
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